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19 How the protected stair and lobbies failed for
fire fighters and residents

19.1 Purpose of Section 19

19.1.1 In Section 14 of my Expert Report, I described the deterioration of conditions
within the protected stair and lobbies and how that impacted on the
evacuation potential for the residents and on the ability of the London Fire
Brigade to execute internal firefighting. This description is based on the
evidence available to me at this time and will be updated as and when any
further evidence is provided to me.

19.1.2 I then explained the findings from my investigation in Sections 15 and 16,
regarding the compliance of the active and passive fire safety measures
required for evacuation and internal firefighting.

19.1.3 For all the fire safety measures I have investigated, I have explained my
understanding of what was required by the Regulations and its statutory
guidance at the time of construction of Grenfell Tower. I have also then
explained what is required under the current Building Regulations and its
statutory guidance.

19.1.4 Based on my findings in Sections 14, 15 and 16, and the associated
appendices Appendix C, D, G, H, I, J and K, I will now explain my opinion
on how protection measures in the stair and lobbies failed to control the
spread of fire and smoke; and how this contributed to the speed at which the
fire and smoke spread within the building.

19.1.5 These failures occurred as a result of the multi floor external fire which then
caused a series of internal fires. The external fire was sustained and promoted
by the rain screen cladding system installed on Grenfell Tower during the
refurbishment in 2012 - 2016.

19.1.6 I have described the impact of the external fire, and the corresponding internal
fires in Section 12 of my Expert Report.

19.2 Summary of conditions within the protected stair and
lobbies

19.2.1 In summary I described within Section 14 how the conditions deteriorated:

(a) within lobbies on levels 05 & 06, 15 & 16 before 01:18 and subsequently
deteriorated on upper levels after this time too; and

(b) within the stair around 01:40.

19.2.2 A total of 144 persons had evacuated the building by 01:38, that is 40 minutes
after the initial fire in Flat 16.

19.2.3 By the time Stay Put guidance was formally ended by London Fire Brigade a
total of 187 persons had escaped from the building. A total of 107 then
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remained in the building, of which 36 would be able to evacuate. I have
provided my analysis of the remaining 71 persons and their movements, in
Section 20 of my report.

19.2.4 I consider the deterioration in the condition of the stair and lobbies to have
impacted the evacuation rates of the residents. This impact is summarised as
follows.

a) 144 people in total left the building before 01:38. At this time the stair is
described as clear. However, some smoke is noted in lobbies on Levels 5,
6, 15 and 16 from as early as 01:18. A total of 110 people evacuated
between 01:18 and 01:38 whilst smoke started to enter the lobbies of
Grenfell Tower. The rate of evacuation between 00:58 and 01:40 is 3.6
persons/min. At 01:40 there were still 150 residents inside the building.

b) Between 01:40 and 01:58 the conditions worsened within the stair and
lobbies. Thick smoke with low to zero visibility is described as filling the
stair. It is described as becoming increasingly hot below Level 20.
Additionally, lobbies on levels 6-10, 14, 19 and 20 are all described as
being smoke filled. Lobbies on Levels 6 - 10 are described as containing
smoke hotter than the stair.

i. The rate of evacuation from all floors of the building slows
substantially between 01:38 and 01:58. A total of 20 people
evacuate from Levels 1 to 20 in this —20minute window (1
person/min) compared to 3.6 persons/min up to 01:38. The
flow rate is therefore 72% less than before 01:38.

ii. The people who do manage to evacuate at this time come
from Levels 1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11 and 20 only. Therefore, they
evacuate through lobbies described as hot with black
smoke, and from above the portion of the stair described as
hot. A total of 130 people remained in place at this time.

c) Between 01:59 and 02:58 the rate of evacuation slowed even further, a
total of 24 people which is 0.4 persons/min: this is now only 10% of the
flow rate in the first 40 minutes of the fire event. At this time, some
lobbies, in particular Level 10 are described as 'incredibly hot'. The stair
at Level 10 is also described as 'boiling hot' at this level with thick heavy
smoke between Levels 7 to 12. The people who were able to evacuate, and
importantly willing to evacuate in such conditions, came from multiple
floors, from Level 3 to 23.

d) This smoke effectively created a barrier to residents on any level and so
impacted on their ability and/or willingness to move from their flats down
the stair to a place of safety.

e) After 03:00, I have limited evidence regarding the conditions within the
stair. London Fire Brigade (LFB) ceased committing crews above Level
04 at 03:39. Between 03:00 and 08:07 when the last person escaped, a total
of 35 people evacuated the building:
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i. Between 03:00 and 03:55, 24 people evacuated from Levels 12, 15,
16, 18, 21 and 22. At 03:43 the external fire had engulfed all four
elevations of Grenfell Tower down as far as Level 13.

ii. After 03:55, 11 more people escaped but from Levels 10 and 11
only. I note these were Levels described as inaccessible by LFB
prior to this time (Level 10 around 02:58 and Level 11 around
03:20).

f) The evidence from my survey of the stairs and the lobbies, identified the
symptoms of high temperatures (> 150°C) within the stair, particularly at
Levels 13 -16.

Such a hot spot, between residents on levels 17 -23 and ground level,
would impact on their movement down the stair to a place of safety.

h) These conditions would also effectively create a hot spot between fire
fighters at the Bridgehead (when at ground or at Level 4), and moving up
to level 17-23 to carry out rescue.

i) Using evacuation data, it appears most likely this hot spot occurred, after
the formal end of the Stay Put strategy, and in the period after 03:56. Prior
to this time, residents did manage to evacuate from within Levels 13 -16
and above, albeit at a much reduced rated and total number, compared to
before 01:40.

j) However, after 03:55 there were no successful evacuations from above
Level 12, the base of the hot spot.

19.3 Conditions required for safe means of escape

I 9.3. 1 To describe conditions required for means of escape I have referred to The
Application of fire safety engineering principles to fire safety design of
buildings —part 6: human factors: life safety strategies — occupant
evacuation, behaviour and condition (PD 7974-6:2004).

19.3.2 Section 6.1 of PD 7974-6:2004 provides the following description of
'untenable conditions' for occupants:

"Untenable conditions occur when it is predicted that an occupant inside or
entering an enclosure is likely to be unable to save themselves (is effectively
incapacitated) due to the effects of exposure to smoke, heat or toxic effluent.

The psychological and physiological effects of exposure to toxic smoke and
heat in fires combine to cause varying effects on escape capability, which can
lead to physical incapacitation and permanent infiny or death."

19.3.3 The loss of tenability in a space for a person to escape is considered by PD
7974-0 'Application of fire safety engineering principles to the design of
buildings Part 0 Guide to design framework and fire safety engineering
procedures' (6.7.2.2) to be caused by:
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a) Loss of visibility;

b) Exposure to toxic and irritant products;

c) Exposure to heat;

d) Structural failure.

19.3.4 I did not observe any structural failure in the lobbies or single protected stair
of Grenfell Tower therefore I have only described items a) to c) further here.

19.3.5 PD 7974-6:2004 provides tenability criteria, it describes the basis of criteria
for tenability:

"With regard to hazard assessment and tenability criteria, the major
considerations with respect to means of escape and life safety are as follows:

a) the psychological effects of seeing fire effluents on escape behaviour in the
absence of direct exposure;

b) the psychological and physiological effects of exposure to heat and toxic
smoke on escape behaviour and ability;

c) the point where exposure results in incapacitation;

d) the point where exposure results in death.

In a design context, the important considerations with respect to
psychological and physiological considerations are to set reasonable
tenability limits for occupants to remain in a place of relative safety or to use
a particular escape route, and to determine the likely effects of any exposure
sustained on escape capability and subsequent health."

19.3.6 The tenability criteria for each of these parameters is defined in Annex G of
PD 7974-6:2004. Where these limits are exceeded in an escape route an
occupant may be unable to use that escape route due to psychological effects.
Their escape may also be unsuccessful due to immediate physical effects
(incapacitation or death). If they do escape through the space, they may
experience injury and/or subsequent health effects.

19.3.7 I have summarised the recommend limits of tenability for safe use of an
escape route in PD 7974-6:2004, Annex G here:

a) Visibility criteria: Table G.1 recommends 5m visibility for small or
domestic enclosures;

b) Exposure to toxic and irritant products: requires specific calculation - as a
guide Table G.2 recommends less than 125 ppm of Carbon Monoxide;

c) Exposure to heat: Table G.3 advises that radiation exposure from a hot
smoke layer above a person should not exceed 2.5kW/m2 (approximately
200°C). Where a person has to pass through smoke the temperature should
not exceed 60°C (convected heated).

19.4 Ove Atup & Partners Ltd
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19.3.8 In the following sections I have described the effects of visibility, toxicity and
heat on humans, as described in PD 7974-6, as well referring to the Society of
Fire Protection Engineering Handbook 5th edition and other referenced peer
reviewed scientific journal papers.

19.3.9 Visibility

19.3.10 Section 61 of the SFPE Handbook (5th edition) presents research into how
loss of visibility can affect human behaviour when in a building affected by
fire. This research shows that people move more slowly when visibility is
poor.

19.3.11 Specifically, as indicated in Figure 19.1 below, when poor visibility is caused
by smoke, people will move even more slowly when compared with poor
visbility not caused by smoke. For example, for the same illumination (1 Lux)
walking speed of the elderly would reduce from 1.3m/s without smoke to
1m/s with smoke. This research also indicates that the slowing effect of poor
visibility is more acute in older people compared to younger people.

19.3.12 A summary of the relevant conclusions of the research presented in Section
61 of the SFPE Handbook are:

a) The visibility in smoke from fire depends on its irritating nature for the
person, as well as the optical density through the smoke.

b) Smoke that is more irritating (see sensory irritants in the following
section) causes a greater drop in visibility because it causes irritation to
the eye.

c) There are various indirect effects of smoke on visibility, i.e. dark smoke
adhering to surfaces which can block light sources, dark smoke absorbing
light that would otherwise be reflected and thus reducing the visibility of
emergency signage; hot smoke destroying light sources and signs.

d) Travel speed of people in low light conditions is substantially reduced.
This effect is more apparent when smoke is also present.

e) The travel speed of older people is reduced more than that of younger
people.

19.3.13 In addition to the above, PD 7974-6:2004 Section 6.3 describes the effect of
poor visibility as causing a proportion of people, approximately 30%, to turn
back rather than continue through smoke-logged areas. Therefore, the
presence of visible smoke impacts people's willingness to evacuate.

19.3.14 Therefore, how visibility presented within the protected lobbies and stair case
and the extent to which visibility deteriorated as result of the multiple internal
flat fires ignited by the external fire, is relevant to how both lobbies and stair
failed to act as means of escape. It is also relevant to how the lobbies and stair
failed as a means of access for LFB to the fire main, and to provide a safe
place to rescue occupants.
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Figure 19.1 Illuminance and travel speed in smoke (Excerpt from SFPE Handbook
Fig 61.20)

19.3.15 Smoke Toxicity

19.3.16 The SFPE handbook 5th Edition p. 2249 describes the effect of sensory
irritants in the products of fire (smoke) on humans as follows:

"Unlike the incapacitating effects of asphyxiants, which are clear-cut and
well understood, the incapacitating effects of irritants are much more difficult
to determine ... Irritant fire products produce incapacitation during and after
exposure in two distinct ways. During exposure the most important form of
incapacitation is sensory irritation, which causes painfirl effects to the eyes
and upper respiratory tract and to some extent also the lungs. Although
exposure may be painful and thus incapacitating, ills unlikely to be directly
lethal during exposure unless exceptional?), high concentrations of irritants
are present. However, the second effect of irritants penetrating into the lungs
is an acute pulmonary irritant response, consisting of edema [oedema] and
inflammation, which can cause respiratory difficulties and may lead to death
6-24 h after exposure"

19.3.17 The SFPE handbook 5th Edition p. 2265-66 describes the effect of toxic gases
produced during a fire on humans as follows:

"The effects of asphyxiant fire gases are not instantaneous as with sensory
irritant, but develop when a sufficient dose has been inhaled. The main
asphyxiant gases in fire effluents are CO and HCN. The effects of these gases,
consisting of tissue hypoxia are additive, and combine to some extent with
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direct low oxygen hypoxia. Carbon dioxide increases the rate of uptake of CO
and HCN, and itself causes narcosis after a few minutes inhalation at
concentrations above approximately 7 %CO2. The combined effect of
exposure to these gases is to cause incapacitation (loss of consciousness)
during exposure above a critical dose threshold

After a further few minutes as inhalation continues this is followed by death
from respiratory and cardiac arrest."

19.3.18 The SPFE Handbook provides further information on effect of sensory
irritants and asphyxiant gases (at pp. 2231, 2232, 2301), which I have
summarised below:

19.3.19 Effect of CO (Carbon Monoxide) and HCN (Hydrogen Cyanide) — These
are both asphyxiant gases, the effect of which is to decrease the oxygen
content, and increase the carbon dioxide content of blood. This can result in
central nervous system depression thus causing reduced awareness,
intoxication, and so reduced escape capability. In can also lead to loss of
consciousness and also death in high dose cases. Hydrogen Cyanide is more
potent (20-40 times) than Carbon Monoxide. The amount needed of
Hydrogen Cyanide to be inhaled to cause collapse is a much smaller than the
amount of Carbon Monoxide to be inhaled for collapse.

19.3.20 Effect of NO2 (Nitrogen Dioxide) and HCL (Hydrogen Chloride) — are
both sensory irritants. These are irritants which impair escape efficiency or
cause incapacitation (sensory irritation). The symptoms occur immediately
upon exposure (at least at painfully irritant concentrations), consisting of a
burning pain, followed by a characteristic breathing pattern consisting of a
pause at the end of each inspiration, which results in reduction in breathing
rate. Sensory irritants also cause pulmonary oedema and inflammation of the
lungs, which can lead to infection.

19.3.21 Additionally, exposure to low oxygen can lead to seizures. A visible symptom
of seizures, caused by smoke exposure sufficient to create fluid build-up in
the lungs (pulmonary oedema), is foaming at the mouth. There is evidence
this occurred in Grenfell Tower (Firefighter Fernandes (MET000083292)).

19.3.22 Stec and Hull (20111) measure the following asphyxiate and irritant gases
from polyisocyanurate, phenolic and polystyrene insulation: carbon
monoxide, hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen chloride and nitrogen dioxide.
Celotex RS5000, TB4000 and Kingspan TP10 are all Polyisocyanurate.
Kingspan K15 is phenolic. Styrofoam is polystyrene. The Reynobond 55 PE
ACP panel contained polyethylene.

19.3.23 Using these measurements, Stec and Hull calculate the material toxicity using
the ̀ 1,C5o' metric. 1050' is the concentration lethal to 50% of the population.
The smaller the value of ̀LC50' for a given material the greater the toxicity of

Stec and Hull, 2011, Assessment of the fire toxicity of building insulation materials, Energy and
Buildings, 43 (2-3), pp. 498-506 (2011)
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the gases produced by the material. The values they have calculated from
their measurements for a well-ventilated flaming fire, and an under-ventilated
flaming fire (post flashover fire) are reproduced in Table 19-1.

19.3.24 This shows that well-ventilated burning of 16.5g of PIR (for example burning
externally) will produce 1m3 of lethal gases. Under the same conditions 43.3g
of phenolic insulation will produce 1m3 of lethal gases and 28.4g of
polystyrene will produce 1m3 of lethal gases.

19.3.25 Therefore, the externally burning polymeric material, produced toxic gases,
the potential effects of which I have described above.

19.3.26 How the toxic gases from the external wall fire was able to spread in the early
stages to flats and then to the protected lobbies and spread from there to the
protected stair is relevant to the failure of both to provide a means of escape,
and a safe area to exercise rescue.

Table 19-1 reproduction of the LCso calculations for PIR, phenolic, polystyrene and
stonewool insulation materials by Stec and Hull (20112)

Material Fire conditions LCso (g/m3)

PolyisocyEmurate (Celotex RS5000,

TB4000 and Kingspan TP10)

Well-ventilated 16.5

Phenolic (e.g. Kingspan K15) Well-ventilated 43.3

Polystyrene (e.g. Styrofoam) Well-ventilated 28.4

19.3.27 Heat stroke

19.3.28 The SFPE handbook 5th Edition pg 2374 describes the human effect of a hot
environment experienced during a fire:

"If a subject is exposed to a hot environment, especially if the humidity is
high and the subject is active, there is a danger of incapacitation and death
due to hyperthermia. The time to effect and the type of hyperthermia depend
principally on the heat flux to which the subject is exposed and are greatly
affected by factors such as the amount and type of clothing and degree of
work performed"

19.3.29 The peak temperatures estimated to have occurred in the stair between Levels
13 and 16 exceeded 150°C (Section 14.4). High temperatures were also
experienced in the lobbies as shown by my post fire damage survey and fire
fighter witness statements (Section 14.6).

2 Stec and Hull, 2011, Assessment of the fire toxicity of building insulation materials, Energy and
Buildings, 43 (2-3), pp. 498-506 (2011) - See Appendix B
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19.3.30 I have extracted in Figure 19.2 and Figure 19.3 data on human tolerance of
heat as a function of time. The human tolerance time of temperatures below
121°C is limited by hyperthermia, that is where the core body temperature >
40°C. Above 121°C the tolerance time is limited by skin pain.

19.3.31 Therefore, for temperatures in excess of 150°C persons at rest can tolerate
these temperatures on unprotected skin for no more than 4 minutes. I have
over-marked this in Figure 19.2. It should be noted this is not a time to lower
pain threshold. Under these conditions skin pain and potential skin and
respiratory tract burns would be experienced.

19.3.32 Where a person has to walk through smoke, as opposed to walking or
crouching beneath a hot smoke layer, the recommended tenability limit of the
smoke one is passing through is 60°C. This is less than the minimum 150°C
temperatures that appear to have occurred in the Level 13 -1 6 hot spot in the
stair of Grenfell Tower.

19.3.33 The heat conditions - recorded in London Fire Brigade witness statements
along with the damage recorded by me in my post fire site inspections - would
therefore have presented a significant barrier to the residents, should they
have been capable of evacuating from their flats.

19.3.34 Therefore, how the protected lobbies became so hot and how that heat was
able to enter the stair case, is relevant to the failure of both to provide a means
of escape and provide a safe working area for rescue by the fire fighters

Flg. 63.28 Thermal

tolerance for humans at

rest. naked skin exposed.

with low air movement

(less than 30 nVmin)

(Adapted from Blockley

1111. See text and

Table 63.17 for discussion
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Figure 19.2: Thermal tolerance for humans at rest, naked skin exposed, with low air
movement reproduced from SFPE Handbook 5th edition (Figure 63.28)
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Table 63.17 Reported tolerance times for exposures to hot air

Temperature (Cl Time (min)  Reference Letter in Fig. 63.28

Dry air

110 25 Simms and Hinkley [1101

180 3 Simms and Hinkley [110]

205 4 Bare headed. Veghte (113) A
protected

126 7 Elneil [114]

Humid air 32 at 100% RH 32 Men working Leithead and Lind [115, 1161

Figure 19.3: Reported tolerance times for exposures to hot air SFPE Handbook (5th
edition) Table 63.17

19.3.35 Summary

19.3.36 The poor visibility present in the lobbies and stair would have reduced the
speed at which people could travel therefore increasing the time required to
make an escape. The duration of exposure to the products of fire (smoke and
heat) would therefore increase. This is in addition to the difficulties in way-
finding for escape and search and rescue presented by reductions in visibility.

19.3.37 These factors on their own, or in combination, would discourage residents
from evacuating independently. This is of particular concern when
considering the very large reduction in evacuation rates after 01:40, compared
to the first 40 minutes in the fire (before 01:40).

19.3.38 The effect of heat - where temperatures exceeded 150°C - can be tolerated for
only very short periods of time (3-5 mins), if at all by very young or elderly
persons. They would cause immediate pain to any exposed skin. Based on the
current evidence these temperatures appear to have occurred in the stair over
Levels 13 -16.

19.3.39 It is possible that someone moving at speed may have been able to escape
through these conditions, or be carried through by fire fighters in protective
clothing. However, the immediate physical pain caused by these temperatures
would have also prevented some individuals from attempting to enter the stair
between Level 13 — 16 or descend below Level 16 where one was already in
the stair.

19.3.40 Toxicity — Fire smoke, which the lobbies and stair became filled by, contains
a number of toxic asphyxiate gases in potentially lethal concentrations and
sensory irritants:

(a) The asphyxiant gases could slow escape by reduced awareness or cause
incapacitation or death.

(b) The sensory irritants, which cause immediate symptoms on exposure,
could slow evacuation by impairing vision, causing a burning pain,
reducing breathing rates and causing pulmonary oedema (a build-up of
fluid in the lungs).

19.3.41 The combination of poor visibility and sensory irritants when residents
opened their flat entrance doors to try and enter lobbies, would have been a
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significant deterrent to escape. Particularly when being given guidance to
Stay Put - the lobby conditions would have emphasised to some that this was
indeed the safer option.

19.3.42 Once the Stay Put guidance changed, poor visibility and sensory irritants
would have been a substantial deterrent for some residents again. The
evacuation rates became their slowest after 3am.

19.4 Conditions required for fire fighting

19.4.1 In Section 3 and Appendix H I have set out the standard operational
procedures for the fire and rescue services in fighting fires in high rise
buildings, based on the guidance in GRA 3.2 and in the 2008 Incident
Command manual.

19.4.2 In summary, first approach is described as follows:

(a) On affival the Incident Commander appraises the situation and defines
operational objectives.

(b) A water supply is secured and connected to the dry rising main

(c) 2 crews use the firefighting lift to go to the firefighting lobby 2 floors
below the fire.

(d) A Bridgehead is established in the lobby 2 floors below the fire in a safe
air environment.

(e) A crew is tasked with approaching the fire and dons breathing apparatus
in the Bridgehead.

(f) The first crew uses the firefighting stair to reach the firefighting lobby on
the floor below the fire and connects a hose to the rising main outlet there.

(g) The first crew moves to the fire floor with a charged hose using the
firefighting stair and is tasked with fighting the fire.

(h) A second crew dons breathing apparatus in the Bridgehead and heads to
the fire floor to connect into the rising main there and is tasked with
protecting the first team.

19.4.3 The Incident Command manual also provides guidance on how control of fire
incidents in high rise buildings should be broken down into operational
sectors. As described on Page 25 of the Incident Command manual:

"Sectorisation should be introduced when demands placed upon an IC make
it imperative that responsibility and authority are delegated to ensure
appropriate command and safely monitoring of all activities, and to reduce
officer' spans of control. Even if it is possible for the IC to oversee all
operations, the need to sectorise will arise if there is so much going on that
the IC risks being distracted and unable to five sufficient attention to each
task. This would indicate that the IC's span of control is in danger of
becoming too great. Where spans of control begin to reach or exceed 5 lines
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of direct communication t a working incident, it is possible that peiformance
will be adversely affected."

19.4.4 Based on the witness statement of Welch (MET00007525), Sectorisation of
Grenfell Tower occurred between 01:40 and 02:00. At this time the fire sector
extended from Level 04 to Level 23.

19.4.5 Therefore, whether sectorisation is in place or not, the following was required
in the stair and lobbies of Grenfell Tower for fire-fighting operations:

a) the firefighting stair and lifts are required to provide a safe air
environment to reach the Bridgehead which is typically located in the
lobby two floors below the fire floor.

b) The lobbies below the fire floor are required to provide a safe air
environment to act as the Bridgehead.

19.4.6 The stair above the Bridgehead, which is only accessed by crew in breathing
apparatus, is required to provide tenability for crews to work which includes
finding and connecting hoses to fire mains and the carry down of any
occupants rescued.

19.4.7 Firefighting crew wear breathing apparatus and protective clothing to help
increase time in untenable conditions (see Section 19.3).

19.4.8 Specifically, for firefighting, how smoke and heat was able to enter the
lobbies is relevant to their failure to be a safe air environment for the LFB
Bridgehead.

19.4.9 The position of the Bridgehead was never above Level 04 until after 07:30am.
This extended the time required for fire fighters to reach the upper levels of
Grenfell Tower, reducing the time available for firefighting and search and
rescue when they reached those levels.

19.4.10 Above the Bridgehead, how smoke and heat was able to enter the lobbies on
multiple floors as well as the stair, is relevant to the failure to provide a safe
place of work for LFB to undertake firefighting and search and rescue
operations on those levels:

a) The reduction in visibility caused by smoke would have limited the ability
of fire fighters to find the fire main within the lobbies, as well as limit the
ability to access flats easily. As they were so reliant on breathing
apparatus, again due to the presence of smoke throughout, any additional
time lost on tasks was time lost for rescue.

b) It would also have slowed the speed at which they were able to ascend the
stair. From the fire fighter witness statements reviewed (see my Section
14) poor visibility also appears to have caused confusion and specific
issues regarding orientation within the Grenfell Tower. This would have
affected their ability to conduct time effective search and rescue
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operations, as well as impact their ability to communicate conditions
accurately to the Bridgehead.

c) The extreme heat experienced within the stair and some of the lobbies,
prevented the fire fighters from reaching the fire main to undertaking
firefighting. It would also have added to the physical stress experienced
by having to ascend up to 18stories above the Bridgehead in breathing
apparatus.

d) Although the toxicity of smoke should not have affected fire fighters
directly, due to their breathing apparatus, it would have limited their time
available for rescue due to their high reliance on breathing apparatus.

e) It would also have impacted their ability to rescue with respect to exit time
from the building with rescued residents — the toxic smoke increasing the
need for the fire brigade to physically support and even can-y down
residents due to toxic smoke impairing residents' movement in the stairs.

19.5 How the protected lobbies failed

19.5.1 Lobby Enclosure

19.5.2 As I have explained in section 15 of my report, the walls separating flats from
the lobby were compliant with the statutory requirements. Furthermore,
during my site inspections I did not find any sign of failure of the walls
separating the flats from the protected lobby. Therefore, the construction of
the internal walls separating flats from the lobby do not appear to have been a
cause of failure to control the spread of fire and smoke.

19.5.3 Lobby fire doors

19.5.4 During my site inspection I did find that the flat entrance fire doors, which in
general were of composite form, were destroyed or partially destroyed where
an internal flat fire had occurred. I also observed heavy spalling to the
surface of the concrete ceiling directly in front of these doors, on the flat side.

19.5.5 I have assessed the Masterdor Suredor composite door flat entrance doors,
currently understood to have been installed to 106 flats on Level 04 -23 in
2011-2012 (MAS00000003) as non-compliant with the current statutory
guidance (Section 15.5 and Appendix I).

19.5.6 Their non-compliance would have contributed to the failure to prevent the
spread of fire and hot smoke from the flat to the lobby.

19.5.7 I have shown that the installed doors differed substantially in their assembly
from the door for which a FD30 BS476-22 test report has been disclosed. No
test report to certify their cold smoke leakage performance has been disclosed.

19.5.8 The installed doors contained different locks, hinges, letter plates and self-
closers. These metal fittings, which are embedded into the door, can
significantly affect the performance by reducing the time to burn through the
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door. Therefore, the installed doors may have prematurely burnt through
around these untested fittings.

19.5.9 The installed doors contained glazing not included in the disclosed fire door
test report. This untested glazing could fail prematurely allowing fire and
smoke to vent directly through the door.

19.5.10 The installed doors contained different intumescent seals, which are intended
to seal the gaps between the door leaf and its frame to prevent passage of
smoke and flame. This is in addition to the lack of certification for cold
smoke leakage performance. This means that it may have been possible for
fire and smoke to vent through the gaps in the door set in the early stages of
the fire.

19.5.11 For 14 flats (12 leaseholders and 2 tenanted) on Levels 8, 9, 11 — 14 and 17 —
23, it is believed the original fire doors were retained. The performance of
these doors is unknown. All of these doors were destroyed during the fire,
therefore it was not possible for me to survey their construction.

19.5.12 Based on the evidence currently available to me I am not able to assess the
condition and operability of self-closing to devices to flat doors. However,
were self-closing devices not installed or not maintained this may have
resulted in flat doors not closing behind escaping occupants. Where doors
failed to close, such doors would provide no barrier to spread of fire and
smoke.

19.5.13 Therefore, I consider the evidence demonstrates that it is most likely that the
flat entrance doors in Grenfell Tower failed to control the spread of fire and
smoke to the lobby by:

a) Failure to prevent the spread of smoke and flame by leakage through gaps
between the door leaf and door frame. This could occur early in the
development of fire within the flat but also early in the smoke spread
development from the external wall fire, prior to any flat fire.

b) Failure of the fire door to resist the spread of fire and smoke from a
flashover fire within an apartment due to the presence of multiple untested
components within the doors — all 106 doors.

c) Failure of the fire door to resist the spread of fire and smoke from a
flashover fire within the apartment due to the presence of glazing in the
fire door which would be expected to cause failure early in the
development of a fire within the flat. A total of 48 doors were specified
with glazing by Manse Masterdor out of 106 doors; although the BRE
have advised me that they observed 29 doors with glazing and it was
unknown whether a further 29 doors had glazing or not.

d) Failure of an unknown number of doors to self-close after an occupant
escape. Fire and smoke spread to the lobby would then be immediate from
the flat to the lobby. In Section 20, I show how many occupants left early,
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and their location. Any failure of those fire doors at that time, would have
had serious consequential effects on the lobbies.

19.5.14 Whilst it is noted that the fire performance of the flat entrance doors FD3OS is
not intended to provide indefinite and therefore complete protection to the
lobbies (ADB 2013 Bl.viii), they are intended to provide protection from
flames, smoke and gases (ADB 2013 Bl.ix) i.e. growing fires and flashover
fires within the flats.

19.5.15 The non-compliances I have found on site, relative to the test evidence
provided means I must conclude that those doors could not function as they
were required to do in accordance with Approved Document B 2010.

19.5.16 Further, I consider the evidence of sufficient quality to allow me to conclude
that the fire doors and their lack of performance, contributed significantly to
the spread of smoke, and fire, to the lobbies. This failure would have
materially affected the ability or willingness of occupants to escape
independently through this space to the stair.

a) As I have explained in Section 19.3 smoke containing sensory irritants
would have caused immediate effects for anyone entering a smoke filled
lobby.

b) Where substantial heat was able to enter the lobby, temperatures over
121°C would have caused immediate pain to exposed skin, whereas
temperatures below this would have caused hyperthermia over a period of
exposure. Substantial heat within the lobbies could also have prevented
fire fighters from reaching the fire main, which was located directly
outside a flat entrance door (Flat 3 on Levels 4 - 23).

c) Poor visibility due to the presence of thick black smoke, which obscured
the stair door several meters from the flat entrance doors, may have
prevented occupants from attempting to escape through the lobbies to the
stair also. The failure of the flat entrance fire doors to control the spread
of fire and smoke from flats to the lobbies materially affected the
operations of LFB also:

i. As I have explained in Section 19.4 this meant these lobbies could
not be used as a safe air environment for the LFB Bridgehead and
so forced the Bridgehead to remain at or below Level 04 until
07:30. This greatly reduced the time available using breathing
apparatus, and so the time available for rescue on upper floors, and
particularly above level 15.

ii. Above the Bridgehead it affected ability of LFB to conduct search
and rescue operations in the poor visibility of the lobbies. It also
materially affected LFB's ability to locate and operate the fire main
which they could have used to cool the lobbies
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19.5.17 Failure to vent smoke and heat from the lobbies

19.5.18 A smoke ventilation system was provided in the lobbies of Grenfell Tower.
The provision of smoke ventilation to the lobbies was required under design
guidance applicable at the time of construction and also under current
statutory guidance.

19.5.19 As I explain in Section 3, Section 15, Section 16 and Appendix J the purpose
of smoke ventilation under the statutory guidance is to provide protection to
the single escape stair, by removing smoke from the lobbies, in the event the
fire doors do not operate.

19.5.20 I have described in Section 19.6, how the smoke ventilation system
contributed by its failure to operate as intended on 14'h June 2017.

19.5.21 Travel distance within the lobbies

19.5.22 Travel distances within protected horizontal escape routes are required to be
limited because the enclosing structure does not provided protection
indefinitely (ADB 2013 Bl.viii).

19.5.23 I have shown in Section 15 travel distance through the lobby by occupants of
Flat 5 or Flat 6 on Levels 4 —23 exceeded the maximum distance
recommended under the current statutory guidance — however it was
compliant with the design guidance at the time of the building's construction.

19.5.24 During the time that all lobbies remained free of hot smoke and gas, which
was only up to approximately 01:18 (Section 14), the increased travel distance
of 3m would have little effect on the ability of occupants to make their
escape.

19.5.25 After this time and progressively through the night the lobbies became filled
with smoke and heat. An increased travel distance of even just 3m has the
effect of prolonging the duration of exposure to heat, toxic products and
irritants, reducing the visibility of the stair exit door and increasing the
difficulty in way-finding.

19.5.26 However, the effect of an increased travel distance within the lobby appears at
this stage, not to have had a dominating impact on the failure of the lobbies in
providing a safe means of escape for the fire that occurred at Grenfell Tower.
The presence of smoke and heat is likely to have been the primary deterrent
for residents.

19.5.27 Provisions for persons requiring assistance to escape

19.5.28 Levels 3 —23 of Grenfell Tower, which were residential only, were not
required by ADB 2013 to be provided with provisions for occupants that
require assistance to escape (i.e. refuges or emergency voice communication).
However, the introductory text of ADB 2013 does acknowledge that in some
circumstances a lift may be provided as part of a management plan for
evacuating people and that a firefighting lift may be used for this purpose.
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19.5.29 The 2016 Fire Risk Assessment for Grenfell Tower (LFB00000066) describes
the potential use of the lobby lifts as a means of evacuation of persons
requiring assistance by the fire and rescue services. As I have explained in
Section 18, BS9991 which also provides guidance on this topic and explicitly
states that evacuation should not be reliant on the intervention of the fire and
rescue service. I explain in Section 14 and 19.5.33 below that these lifts were
not available to London Fire Brigade as they failed to operate under their
control.

19.5.30 The currently available evidence indicates a concerning lack of provisions for
persons who require assistance, which requires further investigation.
However, for any persons requiring assistance to escape, the deteriorating
conditions within the lobbies would have prevented their use as a refuge as
part of any escape plan.

19.5.31 As I have described in Section 15 and 18, persons requiring assistance from
the fire fighters for evacuation using the lift, if it had been operable, would
have been required to wait in the lobby. However, the conditions within the
lobbies became untenable and therefore this method of refuge was not
possible. In this, respect the lobby failed to provide a means of escape for
persons requiring assistance to evacuate.

19.5.32 It should also be noted that rescue using the lobby lift would only be safe
where it was designed as a firefighting lift. The lifts in Grenfell Tower do not
appear to have been designed as firefighting lifts but were instead what is
tennedfire /ifts (see 19.5.33 below), which have a lower standard of
performance.

19.5.33 Fire lifts

19.5.34 Based on the documentation assessed (Appendix H) the lifts within Grenfell
Tower were not designed in accordance with the requirements for a fire-
fighting lift as described in ADB 2013 (the most recent refurbishment works
to the lifts were conducted in 2014-216).

19.5.35 The lifts do appear to have been provided with the features consistent with a
fire lift as described in CP3 (the original design guidance available at the time
of construction).

19.5.36 This is a lower standard of performance which lacks a secondary power
supply, water ingress protection or FD60 performance for the lift landing
doors. It does provide a fireman's switch, which automatically grounds the
lift and stops it from being called to other floors by building occupants.

19.5.37 On the 14 June 2017, however, fire fighter contemporaneous notes
(MET00005384) describe the failure of the ground level fireman's switch to
recall the lift or alter its control to firefighting mode during the initial
response to the flat 16 fire on Level 4. The significant findings from the 2016
risk assessment (TM010017691) note that the fireman's switch was at that
time located at Level 2 and was required to be moved to ground. I observed a
switch at ground level and one at Level 2. I have not yet been able to verify
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how these switches were interfaced with the lift controls and therefore
whether the interfaces were correct.

19.5.38 Due to this failure to operate under the fire fighter control the firefighting lift
failed:

a) To provide equipment transport to the initial fire Bridgehead location at
Level 2, delaying to the time of fire fighter entry to Flat 16.

b) To provide equipment transport thereafter as the fire spread up the
building and as LFB tried to move the Bridgehead up the building.

c) To provide an available form of transport for rescued occupants from the
Bridgehead back down to ground during the night.

d) To prevent occupants being able to use the lift during the fire and so
created unnecessary risk to residents during the fire.

19.5.39 All operations by LFB within the 23 storeys were therefore required to be by
means of walking up and down the stair only. This would have increased the
time required by the fire fighters wearing breathing apparatus to reach the
upper levels and reduce the time available to them to undertake rescue
operations.

19.5.40 On le June 2017 the lower standard fire lift provided failed to operate
during the fire. I want to investigate further how this failure occurred and I
await the data I require to do this.

19.5.41 In conjunction with additional fire fighter evidence, I want to investigate
further how the lift being in operation could have helped, particularly with
rescue.

19.5.42 The lift was a mitigation measure only, when dealing with the consequences
of the spread of fire and smoke within the building.

19.5.43 A properly functioning lift could have enabled a faster initial response time to
the fire in Flat 16 which might have increased the chances of extinguishing
the fire before it spread externally. However, it cannot be asserted it would
have absolutely achieved this. This is a significant enough concern to
investigate in more depth. I intend to do this once the evidence is made
available to me.

19.5.44 Fire main

19.5.45 A dry fire main was provided at Grenfell Tower instead of a wet fire main.
This was non-compliant with the design guidance in force at the time of
original construction, and is also non-compliant with current standards.

19.5.46 The fire main was located within the lobby and not within the stair. This was
compliant with the design guidance available at the time of construction only.

19.5.47 There were no difficulties associated with the dry fire main position in the
lobby during the LFB response to the initial fire in Flat 16, Level 04.
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19.5.48 However, following the ignition of multiple internal flat fires by the external
wall construction fire (which required LFB to operate multiple hoses on
multiple levels), the operation of the dry fire main failed in two ways:

a) LFB was unable to get adequate water for firefighting from the dry main
on the upper levels due to the lower capacity of the dry main system
compared to a wet main system. This failure is relevant to the non-
compliant installation of a dry fire main instead of a wet fire main.

b) The requirement for LFB to connect multiple hoses to fight the multiple
internal fires meant the demand for water outstripped the capacity of the
system. However, this failure is not relevant to the non-compliant
installation of a dry fire main. Wet fire mains are also only designed to
supply up to 2 hoses operating simultaneously.

19.5.49 In a wet riser, the system would already have been charged with a pump
connected when LFB arrived. There would have been no operations required
by LFB to find external hydrants, connect to their pumping appliance and
connect to the riser inlet. Therefore, the provision of a dry main would have
contributed to increasing the time required by LFB to get water to the initial
fire event in Flat 16.

19.5.50 Therefore a wet fire main could have enabled a faster initial response time to
the fire in Flat 16 which might have increased the chances of extinguishing
the fire before it spread externally. However, it cannot be asserted it would
have absolutely achieved this.

19.5.51 A wet fire main, could have enabled greater water pressure for fire-fighting
on the upper floors of Grenfell Tower, which may have allowed LFB to use
water to cool lobbies and stair and therefore provide more assistance to people
trying to escape.

19.5.52 Whilst the dry fire main failed for the fire service in controlling fire and
smoke spread in the lobbies and stair and particularly on the upper levels, a
wet fire main could also have failed to provide sufficient water and pressure
to control fire and smoke spread once more than 2 hoses were in operation.

19.5.53 General Provisions for Lobbies

19.5.54 The general provisions with regard to headroom, flooring and refuse chutes
all appear to have been compliant with the requirements of ADB 2013. I did
not observe any failings relevant to these items nor find any evidence of their
failing in the fire fighter witness statements. Therefore, in my opinion, these
provisions did not contribute to the failure of the protected lobbies for
occupant escape and fire fighter operations.

19.5.55 Emergency lighting appears to have been present within the lobbies. Based on
the evidence currently available to me I do not know of any failures in the
emergency lighting system.
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19.5.56 The intent of emergency lighting is to provide lighting for escape in the event
of power failure. It is not intended to provide illumination in a smoke filled
environment. Therefore, once the lobbies filled with dark smoke the
illumination of the emergency lighting would have reduced substantially if
not to zero. Therefore, it is likely that the emergency lighting in itself, did not
contribute to the failure of the protected lobbies for occupant escape and fire
fighter operations.

19.5.57 Fire Detection & Alarm

19.5.58 The absence of a detection and common alarm system within the protected
lobby was compliant with the current statutory guidance and the design
guidance available at the time of construction.

19.5.59 A detection system was present in the lobbies, which should have been
interfaced with the smoke ventilation system (see Section 19.6 below).

19.5.60 I assume the lifts were not required to be interfaced with the detection system,
as they were provided with a manual override switch. But I have requested
further evidence on this subject. Regardless, as I have noted above, the
ground level override switch is reported to have failed to operate on 14th June
2017.

19.5.61 Impact of external fire-fighting on lobby protection

19.5.62 As I have explained in Section 17 LFB was able to undertake external
firefighting, using improvised locations around the Grenfell Tower, despite
the lack of access facilities.

19.5.63 On Levels 5 — 9, the damage I recorded within the lobbies on the South side
of the building was observably less severe than on the North side of the lobby.
As I have shown in Section 14.6, this damage pattern correlates with the lack
of external fire spread on the South elevation below Level 10 - 11.

19.5.64 There appears to be a correlation (Section 14 and 17) between London Fire
Brigade's ability to improvise the application of external firefighting water to
the South and West elevation and the lack of fire external spread below
Levels 10 and Level 6 respectively.

19.5.65 Therefore, it appears on Levels 04 -09 of the South elevation the external
firefighting activities may have contributed to reducing the failure of the
protected lobbies locally. That is external firefighting limited fire spread to
these flats and could therefore have indirectly contributed to protecting the
lobbies.

19.5.66 On the North, East facades fire spread below Level 10 does not appear to
correlated with the applied firefighting water. This may be due to external fire
spread on the East and West elevations occurring prior to external firefighting
positions being established. Therefore, the same indirect protection to the
lobbies was not afforded on these elevations. This may explain why the North
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side of the lobbies on Level 04 and above was more severely damaged than
the South side of the lobbies.

19.6 How the protected stair failed

19.6.1 With regard to the protected stair in Grenfell Tower, it is useful to note its
function as described in BS9991: 2015:

"Whilst a simultaneous evacuation is normally unnecessary (see A.I
regarding stay put strategy), there will be some occasions where operational
conditions are such that the fire and rescue service decide to evacuate the
building. In these situations, the occupants of the building will need to use the
common stair, sometimes whilst firefighting is in progress. As such, the
measures in this British Standard for the protection of common stair are
designed to ensure that they are available for use over an extended period:"

19.6.2 Smoke and heat was able to penetrate the protected stair on Levels 3 -23
during the fire. The heat within the stair on Levels 13 — 16 appears to have
been particularly severe as evidenced by the melted and deformed plastic stair
lights. I have described this in Section 14 as a hot zone within the stair.

19.6.3 In this section therefore I describe how and if, each active and passive fire
protection measure failed to prevent fire and smoke spread to the protected
stair.

19.6.4 I also provide a description of my investigations into how Levels 13 -16 came
to be particularly hot, within the stair, as compared to the other levels.

19.6.5 Stair Enclosure

19.6.6 As I have explained in Section 16, the walls enclosing the protected stair were
compliant with the requirements of ADB 2013 and CP3 1971 to provide 120
minutes fire resistance.

19.6.7 The walls enclosing the stair were compliant with the statutory requirements.
Furthermore, during my site inspections I did not find any sign of failure of
the walls enclosing the stair. Therefore, the construction of the walls
enclosing the stair lobby do not appear to have contributed to the failure to
control the spread of fire and smoke (Section 16.6) observed within Grenfell
Tower.

19.6.8 During my site inspection I observed service penetrations included a lateral
gas pipe penetration on 12 floors (Levels 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17
and 21) to the riser gas pipe within the stair. These pipe penetrations did not
appear to be fire stopped (Section 16.7).

19.6.9 However, I did not observe evidence of fire spread to the stair by this
penetration. Therefore, it does not appear that this non-compliance
contributed to the spread of fire to the protected stair.
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19.6.10 Stair Doors

19.6.11 Based on my inspection of the fire doors remaining onsite I have conducted a
compliance assessment of the stair door with the available test evidence, in
Appendix I. From this inspection and assessment:

(a) The doors to the protected stair enclosure do not appear to have been
upgraded or replaced since the original installation in 1972

(b) The original requirement was for the doors to the protected stair enclosure
to achieve 30 mins stability 30 mins integrity to BS 476-1:1953. This is a
lower performance than the current benchmark standard of 60 mins
integrity and cold smoke leakage performance to ADB 2013 (as the stair
would be required to be a firefighting stair).

The current LGA guidance on existing blocks of flats makes no
recommendation that stair doors achieve the ADB 2013 standard of 60
minutes integrity fire resistance and cold smoke leakage. It instead refers
to doors of 30 minutes fire resistance only stating there is no expectation
that an existing building should meet the current 60 minute standard.

(d) One door to the protected stair enclosure (on level 6) was inspected during
my site inspection in November 2017. This thickness of the door leaf,
44mm, as typical of an FD30 door as advised by industry guidance. My
measurements show the door was not compliant with a CP3 (1971) Type 2
door as the measured rebate was 12mm compared to 25mm. It was also
not compliant with the LGA guidance criteria for an upgraded FD3OS as
no smoke seals were observed. Finally, it would not meet the performance
standard for an ADB 2013 stair door which is FD6OS.

(c)

19.6.12 I can conclude that the non-compliances I have identified did not contribute to
the failure to prevent the spread of fire and smoke during the initial fire event
in Flat 16. At this time the protected stair was reported as being clear of
smoke (Section 14).

19.6.13 However, once the fire spread externally and ignited multiple internal fires,
this spread hot smoke to the lobbies. As I have described in Section 14 severe
fire damage occurred in the lobbies on Levels 10 and above and on the North
side of the lobbies only on Levels 5, 7-9.

19.6.14 From the evidence available it does not appear that there was a substantial
quantity of combustible materials within the lobbies to cause the level of fire
damage observed and the fire like conditions described by the fire fighters
witness statements.

19.6.15 The patterns of damage within the lobby, as evidenced by damaged or
destroyed partitions, destroyed ceiling and wall linings, and spoiling of the
concrete structure, indicate intense fire and smoke venting from the flats into
the lobbies.

19.6.16 The corridor arrangement on both sides of the lobbies would have channelled
the vented fire and smoke, towards the centre of the lobby and directly
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impacting the stair doors. This direct heating may have caused integrity
failures in the stair door, allowing smoke spread to the stair.

19.6.17 Under these conditions, the non-compliances I have identified could have
contributed to the failure to prevent the spread of smoke to the stair if the
doors installed at the time of the fire had a lower standard of fire resistance
than required by current guidance or guidance available at the time of
construction.

19.6.18 I have identified the firefighting operations in response to the multi-storey fire
may have contributed to the failure of the stair fire doors to prevent fire and
smoke spread. Current evidence indicates some of the stair doors were ajar as
firefighting hoses were running from the stair into the lobby. However, I
currently do not know the number of doors involved, which specific doors,
nor how long this opening may have occurred for.

19.6.19 As a result, I cannot yet conclude whether this made a significant
contribution.

19.6.20 Therefore, the stair doors may have failed to prevent the spread of smoke to
the protected single stair due to:

(a) Non-compliances in the construction of the door against current statutory
guidance for 60 minutes integrity fire resistance and cold smoke leakage
as the LGA guide permitted 30 mins integrity fire resistance. From my
survey the performance may actually have been as low as 20 minutes
integrity fire resistance. Further evidence is required regarding the fire
resistance performance of the stair doors.

(b) Doors being held open by the presence of firefighting hoses and in one
reported case a fatality. Further investigation is required to determine the
number and location of hoses and how long they were in place.

(c) I was not able to determine whether any stair door self-closers failed to
operate, however, I did not find any evidence of this in fire fighter witness
statements. Evidence from the 2016 risk assessment described two stair
doors as failing to self-close fully. I currently have no evidence these
defects were ever dealt with.

19.6.21 Further evidence and investigation is required to determine the contribution
the stair doors made to the spread of smoke and heat to the single stair.

19.6.22 Lobby and Stair Smoke Ventilation

19.6.23 As I explain in Appendix J the purpose of lobby smoke ventilation under the
statutory guidance is:

"There should therefore be some means of ventilating the common
corridors/lobbies to control smoke and so protect the common stairs. This
offers additional protection to that provided by the fire doors to the stair. (The
ventilation also affords some protection to the corridors/lobbies)."
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19.6.24 Therefore, the purpose of the smoke ventilation system is to control an
amount of smoke entering the lobby and therefore reduce the risk of smoke
spread from the lobby to the protected stair.

19.6.25 From my investigations of the currently available evidence, the smoke
ventilation system installed in Grenfell Tower appears to have been a
refurbishment of the original smoke ventilation system from the time of its
construction.

19.6.26 I have described the 2012-2016 refurbishment and the intended operation of
the smoke ventilation system in detail in Section 16 and Appendix J. During
a fire the system was intended to extract smoke using mechanical fans from
the fire floor lobby through two smoke shafts (North and South) on a single
floor only.

19.6.27 The smoke ventilation shared common A0Vs and ventilation shafts with the
environmental system. When operating in environmental mode the A0Vs on
all floors could have been open.

19.6.28 Smoke detectors positioned in the lobby were intended to automatically
activate the smoke system, shutting down and isolating the environmental
ventilation, isolating all lobbies except for the fire floor by shutting
automatically opening vents (A0Vs) on all other floors and activating the
extract fans serving the North and South shafts.

19.6.29 In smoke mode, as air and smoke was extracted from the lobby it would draw
air into the lobby from the stair, which had a permanently open vent at roof
level. The flow of fresh air from the stair to the lobby was therefore intended
to prevent smoke from entering the stair.

19.6.30 I have explained in Section 16 and Appendix J that this system was not In
accordance with the recommendations of CP3 or the current statutory
guidance ADB 2013, it was a bespoke system design. Since the required
performance criteria are not specifically defined, and as currently described
do not relate to the provisions of the statutory guidance I cannot confirm the
bespoke system complies with the functional requirements of the Building
Regulations (B1 and B5).

19.6.31 Nonetheless a compliant system would only have been designed to provide
smoke control within one lobby only. Therefore, in Grenfell Tower, where all
lobbies from Level 4 to level 23 became smoke logged, a compliant system
would have been able to provide smoke control to one lobby only. It would
not have been capable of preventing the spread of smoke to the stair from
lobbies on other levels.

19.6.32 During my site investigation I have found evidence that the system did not
operate as intended. Specifically, I found evidence that:

a) The environmental ventilation system which was required to
automatically shut off and be isolated in fire mode, appears not to have
been closed from the smoke system, and so failed.
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b) My site inspections observed patterns of smoke staining within the North
and South shafts which could indicate A0Vs were open on multiple floors
rather than a single floor as the system was intended. Further evidence is
required regarding the operation of the system during the fire.

19.6.33 There may be two reasons for this to occur, firstly it may have occurred due to
localised failure to shut A0Vs on the non-fire floor when switching from
environmental to smoke mode.

19.6.34 Secondly, the installed system was provided with an override facility which
could have allowed fire fighters to change the floor on which the smoke
ventilation system was operating. The evidence of A0Vs on multiple floors
being open may also be evidence of an attempt to change the floor the smoke
control was operating on. There is evidence of a fire fighter attempting to take
control of the system, from the panel, but were unable to successfully do so.

19.6.35 From the evidence available I have not been able to determine the exact
procedure required by the installed system for fire fighters to take control and
direct the floor of operation.

19.6.36 From my inspection of the roof mounted fan to the North shaft, some months
after the fire, it does not appear that the mechanical extract fan set was
extensively covered in soot, but partial soot deposits were observed.

19.6.37 The south shafts which are intended to draw smoke down to Level 2, did not
show evidence during my inspections of soot deposits, below Level 5.
Therefore, I cannot conclude that smoke was extensively exhausted
downwards from higher floors to the smoke exhaust fans located at Level 2.

19.6.38 The stair vent was not intended to vent smoke, but instead allow fresh air to
be drawn into the stair. As I have described in Section 14, the stair was smoke
logged from Levels 04-23 for much of the night. I observed black particulates
and staining on the stair roof vent indicating it is likely that smoke may have
discharged from the vent, rather than fresh air being drawn in. The movement
of air, heat and smoke within the stair, and within the lobbies requires further
investigation by a computational fluid dynamics expert.

19.6.39 As I have explained above, a functioning smoke extract system would not
have been capable of providing complete protection to the protected stair
during the fire event that occurred in Grenfell Tower.

19.6.40 However, the system was intended to be capable of being switched off and
restarted on a different floor. Therefore, had the smoke control system
operated correctly and LFB been able to take control, they could have used
the system to systematically vent smoke from the lobbies on each floor of
Grenfell Tower.

19.6.41 Therefore, this system under the control of London Fire Brigade could have
provided additional assistance to improving conditions for means of escape
and firefighting within the lobbies and stair. Further investigation of the
system design, performance and commissioning is required to assess what
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benefit the system could have had when used in this way. Further
investigation of the system operation during the fire is also required.

19.6.42 At this stage, however, the evidence tends towards a failure of the smoke vent
system. This also appears at this stage to have contributed to the spread of
smoke to the single means of escape route.

19.6.43 Stair width

19.6.44 As I have explained in Section 15 and 16 the width of the single stair in
Grenfell Tower was 1,040mm. This was compliant with the requirements of
design guidance applicable at the time of construction, CP3. However, the
stair width was 60mm less than required by current statutory guidance in
ADB 2013.

19.6.45 As I have presented in Section 14.4, fire fighter witness statements identify
that the stair was narrow and congested.

19.6.46 In Figure 19.4(a) I have illustrated a human's typical dimensions (Metric
Handbook) and standard dimensions for fire and rescue service breathing
apparatus.

19.6.47 Based on these dimensions, I have illustrated the following in Figure 19.4(b)
through Figure 19.4(0:

(a) Two persons passing on the stair — Figure 19.4(b)

It is theoretically possible for two people to stand shoulder to shoulder,
however in poor visibility there may be insufficient width. The 60mm
non-compliance with statutory guidance would not have significantly
alleviated this failure to accommodate fire fighters passing in opposite
directions.

(b) Rescue operation, "dragging a person down the stair whilst wearing BA"
(Manual of Firemanship (1983 edition)) — Figure 19.4(c) (d)

Again, it is theoretically possible to stand two persons should to shoulder,
however when dragging a person down the stair, the required width is
likely to be greater than a standard shoulder width apart. The 60mm non-
compliance with statutory guidance would not have significantly
alleviated this failure to accommodate fire fighters passing in opposite
directions whilst carrying down occupants.

(c) Rescue operation, fireman's lift. — Figure 19.4 (e)

Although not recommended in BA (Manual of Fireman ship (1983
edition)), in this scenario a fire fighter physically carrying an occupant
down the stair would use the majority width of the stair. Therefore, no fire
fighters would be able to pass in the opposite direction.

The 60mm non-compliance with statutory guidance would not have
significantly alleviated this lack of capacity for firefighting carry down
procedures, and ascending fire fighters.

(d) Use of stair with the presence of hoses — Figure 19.4 (f).
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London Fire Brigade were required to run hoses up through the stair to
fight fires on multiple floors. This would have further restricted the usable
width of stair. Multiple hoses are described as being in place in the
firefighter witness statements. However, the 60mm non-compliance with
statutory guidance would not have significantly alleviated this lack of
capacity for firefighting hoses, escaping occupants and ascending fire
fighters, in the specific conditions that occurred at Grenfell Tower.

19.6.48 Although the width of the single protected stair was non-compliant with the
current statutory guidance, increasing the width by 60mm to meet the current
guidance would not have provided the capacity for the significant demands
placed on the single protected stair as:

a) the only route of escape for all occupants;

b) the only access route for fire fighters ascending for rescue or conduct
firefighting;

c) the only route to run water up the building in hoses when the fire main
had failed;

d) the only route to carry down rescued residents; and

e) the only route to carry up and down equipment from the Bridgehead.

19.6.49 Therefore, lack of capacity within the stair was a function of the failure of the
other systems in the building (as listed above) rather than the non-compliant
width.
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19.6.50 Services within the stairway

19.6.51 During my site inspection, I observed heating system pipes and gas pipes
within the single protected stair of Grenfell Tower. The presence of heating
pipes in the stair is non-compliant with the requirements of ADB 2013
(Section 16.7)

19.6.52 Gas pipes are only permitted in the protected stairway where the gas services
comply with the relevant legislation. The gas services do not appear to have
been installed at the time of the fire in accordance with the relevant legislation
(Section 16.7, Appendix K). The construction works related to these services
was ongoing at the time of the fire. A gas expert has been appointed by the
Public Inquiry and is currently investigating the compliance of this system.

19.6.53 As I have explained above, although I have identified non-compliances
related to these services from the perspective of the Building Regulations, I
have found no evidence in my site inspection that they contributed to the
spread of fire and smoke within the stair itself.

19.6.54 However, I have found evidence that the gas fires within the flats continued
into the day within Grenfell Tower and affected firefighting operations
(Section 14.6). Gas supply to the building was not isolated until
approximately 23:30 on 14th June 2017 (Appendix K.8).

19.6.55 The specific failures with respect to isolation of the gas supply were:

a) It was not possible to isolate any of the three gas supplies to Grenfell
Tower using control valves. Unsuccessful attempts were made to access
these in the basement. The investigation into where the isolation valves
were located and if they were operable is ongoing by Mr Rodney Hancox,
the appointed Gas Expert.

b) LFB were then unable to extinguish the gas fires within the flats, due to
the risk of gas explosion (MET00005756). The presence of gas fires
which could not be extinguished meant that the Bridgehead could not be
moved above these floors.

19.6.56 From the LFB command log of AC Ellis (MET00005756) this appears to
have been relevant around much later in the day around 13:25. Therefore, it
currently does not appear that the gas fires within the Grenfell Tower
contributed to the spread of fire throughout the building. However, they do
appear to have sustained the duration of fire within the building.

19.6.57 General Provisions for the single stair case

19.6.58 The general provisions with regard to the construction of the flights and
landings and headroom, all appear to have been compliant with the
requirements of ADB 2013. The handrail provision on a single side only is
non-compliant with current statutory guidance. I have not been able to
determine the compliance of the stairway construction with respect to
slipperiness when wet. I did not observe any failings relevant to these items
nor find any evidence of their failing in the fire fighter witness statements.
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Therefore, these provisions did not contribute to the failure of the protected
stair for occupant escape and fire fighter operations.

19.6.59 Emergency lighting appears to have been present within the stair. Based on
the evidence currently available to me I do not know of any failures in the
emergency lighting system in the stair (see Section 19.5.56 above).

19.6.60 The hot zone between Levels 13 — 16

19.6.61 During my site inspection I found the plastic stair lights on Level 13, 13.5, 14,
and 14.5 stair landings have been fully destroyed whereas the plastic stair
lights on Levels 15, 15.5, and 16 stair landings are deformed/partially melted.
I have carried out extensive analysis to try and conclude how this happened.
In summary I can conclude the following:

a) The levels 13, 14, and 16 lobbies are severely damaged and the stair doors
on these levels are gone (Note in MPS photographs after the fire, the
Level 16 door is visible where it is badly damaged and located on the
floor of the lobby).

b) The Level 15 stair door is intact and the lobby damage is less severe than
Levels 13, 14, and 16 (in particular, the riser partitions and ceiling are in
better condition on level 16)

c) No flat entrance doors are remaining on Levels 13 and above. I have
reviewed the distribution of leaseholder flat doors and found no
patterns/trends. I have reviewed the distribution of glazed flat doors
(information available by level only) and found no patterns/trends.

d) I have insufficient evidence regarding installation and operation of smoke
control system to connect it with the plastic light damage at this time
either.

e) People originating below Level 18 did not move up the building. But
overall, the evacuation time curve for levels 13 — 16 is similar to the
overall building evacuation time curve. The last resident to evacuate from
levels 13 — 16 was at 03:55 (by this time, at least 22 out of 24 flats on
levels 13 — 16 were affected by the external flame fronts).

19.6.62 I did observe an inconsistent fire pattern between Levels 13 — 16 on the East
elevation of the building envelope at 02:53. The post-fire damage
photographs show the insulating core panels and window framing are no
longer remaining in Flat 121. However, this flat was on Level 15, which had
significantly less damage in the lobby than Levels 13, 14, and 16 and the
Level 15 stair door was still intact. Therefore, even if there was a more severe
fire in Flat 121, I do not think I can connect it to damage in the stair.
However, I have to conclude that currently I observe no patterns/trends in the
photographs of external flame spread and external post-fire damage
specifically relevant to levels 13 — 16.
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19.6.63 The stair door which separates the lobbies from the stair was missing or fire
damaged on Levels 10 — 23, with the exception of Levels 11, 12, 15 and 17.
Therefore, the pattern of missing stair doors after the fire does not correlate
with the Levels 13 -16 damage within the stair.

19.6.64 Currently the strongest evidence of the cause of the plastic light damage is
smoke and heat entering the stair from open doors to the lobby during the fire
event. The conditions and events which may have led to the stair doors being
kept ajar during the fire therefore requires further investigation.

19.6.65 I am not yet able to conclude the most likely cause of the severe damage
which occurred within the stair between Levels 13 -16. As I show in Section
20, these conditions appear to have had a significant effect on the ability of
occupants to escape during the fire. Therefore, the cause of these conditions is
particularly relevant to the investigation.

19.7 Summary

19.7.1 Protected Lobbies

19.7.2 Fire and smoke spread to and throughout every Lobby above Level 10 in
Grenfell Tower. On Levels 04 -10 fire and smoke also spread, however post
fire damage indicates the spread was more severe on the North side of the
lobby and less severe on the South side of the lobby.

19.7.3 The heat, toxicity and reduced visibility caused by this fire and smoke spread
appears to have slowed the rate of evacuation of people through the lobbies.
People may have been unable to enter the lobbies, or more substantially been
unwilling to enter the lobby outside their flat entrance door, due to the
immediate physical and psychological effects of entering the smoke and heat
filled lobbies.

19.7.4 The heat and smoke within the lobbies prevented their use as a Bridgehead by
the LFB, and so they were never able to move the Bridgehead higher up in the
building.

19.7.5 The low Bridgehead location reduced the time available to conduct rescue
operations at higher levels whilst wearing breathing apparatus.

19.7.6 Above the Bridgehead the heat and smoke within the lobbies either prevented
or reduced access to the fire main and the ability to find and locate occupants.

19.7.7 The current evidence regarding the passive and active fire systems indicates:

19.7.8 Lobby enclosure — The flat entrance doors appear to be the primary route of
fire and smoke spread to the protected lobbies. I found no evidence of other
breaches in the construction separating the flats from the lobbies. The non-
compliances I have identified with the composite fire doors installed in 2011-
2012 could have contributed substantially to the failure of the fire doors to
control the spread of fire and smoke. The self-close function of the doors,
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currently unknown, could have contributed and the open and close action as
people evacuated could also have contributed.

19.7.9 Travel distance within the lobby — The extended, 3m, travel distance within
the lobby from the flat entrance door to the stair door through the protected
lobbies would not have contributed to the failure to control fire spread. It may
have affected the visibility of the stair exit door and taken occupants longer to
reach the exit. However, given the conditions described within the lobbies, a
3m reduction in travel distance would not have mitigated the loss in tenability
(visibility, heat and toxicity) experienced in the lobbies.

19.7.10 Fire main — Had a wet riser been provided as required, the initial firefighting
response to Flat 16 may have been faster, however, this would not necessarily
have prevented fire spread to the external wall. A wet riser would have
provided greater water pressure and flow at high levels than the installed dry
fire main where no more than 2 hoses were in operation. The demand for fire
water on multiple levels which caused a failure in the dry riser system, would
also have caused a failure in the wet riser system. The failure of the internal
fire main reduced the ability of LFB to cool the lobbies and so limit the
spread of fire and smoke to the lobbies and to the stair.

19.7.11 Fire lift — The lower standard of fire lift provided failed to operate for LFB.
Further evidence is required to assess the function of the manual override
switches for the fire lift observed at Level 2 and at ground floor. I consider the
lift operation as a mitigating factor by enabling firefighting and rescue
operations rather than a factor in the spread of fire, It indirectly contributed in
that it affected the operations of LFB, who rely on firefighting lifts to
transport equipment, personnel and exercise rescue.

19.7.12 Fire detection and alarm — A fire detection system was provided to activate
the smoke control system. I did observe failings in the operation of this
system, and I am concerned the system may not have operated when smoke
entered the detection system provided. Please refer to Smoke ventilation
below.

19.7.13 General provisions — I did not observe any failings with regard to headroom,
flooring and refuse chutes in the lobby which contributed to or failed to
control the spread of fire and smoke.

19.7.14 External firefighting — The failing of the internal firefighting systems caused
LFB to improvise and use external firefighting measures. There appears to be
a correlation between the application of firefighting water up to Level 10 on
the South elevation and reduced level of damage in the South side of the
lobbies on the Level 04 -09 lobbies. The external firefighting may have
provided indirect protection to the lobbies by limiting fire spread to the flats
on Level 04 -10 on the South elevations.

1 9.7. 1 5 Protected Stair

1 9.7. 1 6 Smoke spread to the stair on Levels 3 —23 of Grenfell Tower. The post-fire
damage to the stair indicates particularly hot smoke entered the stair between
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Levels 13 -16. This smoke was hot enough to melt the plastic lights located
within the stairs at these levels. It currently appears this occurred later in the
fire from 03:55 onwards.

19.7.17 Stair enclosure —failure to prevent smoke spread: At this stage the stair doors
being opened, or held open, by either firefighting equipment or other objects,
appears to be the primary route of smoke spread to the protected stair. No
other failures in the construction separating the stair from the lobby or flats
has been observed. At this stage it appears likely that the opening and closing
of stair doors by occupants and fire fighters allowed smoke to enter the stair,
rather than failure of the integrity of the stair doors. Other contributing factors
which require further investigation is how many stair doors and on what
levels were left open due to obstructions, such as firefighting hoses and
debris.

19.7.18 Stair enclosure —failure to prevent the spread of hot smoke: Having reviewed
all the passive and active systems required to provide protection to the stair I
cannot find at this time a direct link between any of their failings and the
particular failure at Levels 13 — 16 which allowed very hot smoke to enter the
stair. Contributing factors which require further investigation is how many
stair doors and on what levels were left open due to obstructions, such as
firefighting hoses and debris.

19.7.19 Currently analysis of the internal conditions using data from the 999 call
records is the subject of an expert assessment. I intend to revisit this issue,
once that work has been completed.

19.7.20 Stair width — The width of stair was non-compliant with the current statutory
guidance. I have found evidence the stair was congested on 14th June 2017
with ascending fire fighters, escaping occupants, fire fighters descending with
casualties and abounded belongings and equipment. However, the principle
cause of the congestion was the failure of compartmentation requiring mass
evacuation on multiple levels, and firefighting on multiple levels, the low
location of the Bridgehead and failure of the fire lift. A compliant stair width
(an extra 60mm width) would not have mitigated these effects.

19.7.21 Smoke ventilation — Further evidence is required to determine the compliance
and operation of the installed system. On 14111 June 2017 it appears the smoke
control system failed to operate as intended. This had no effect on the initial
fire event, as smoke does not appear to have spread to the Level 04 lobby at
this time. Had the system operated it could have been used, under the control
of fire fighters, to systematically vent smoke from other lobbies during the
fire event. Further investigation is required to assess how effective the
installed system could have been and whether the override function was
provided and operational and therefore available for LFB. The coupling of a
fire lift with an operational smoke ventilation system, could have had impact
on the ability to exercise rescue.

19.7.22 General provisions —I have not observed at this time any failings associated
with headroom, construction of flights and landings which contributed
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directly or indirectly to the contribution to or failure to control the spread of
fire and smoke in Grenfell Tower.
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